Enterprise Quality WiFi
SOLUTION BRIEF
Your guests expect strong WiFi that is available throughout
your property, as soon as they enter your hotel or resort. More
so than any other amenity, poor WiFi leads to negative guest
feedback and is a common source of guest complaint.
The combination of enterprise quailty equipment from HPE
Aruba and expert implementation services from Corserva
ensures you can provide your guests with a simple and
secure wireless experience that reduces frustration and
complaints.

FEATURES

MONITORING & SUPPORT
Corserva has the expertise to manage complicated
infrastructure projects of any size. Once we have delivered
a strengthened wireless infrastructure for your property, we
provide monitoring services to continue to keep your wireless
network optimized.
In addition to installing firmware updates when needed and
checking for anomalies, we report back to you on the health
and utilization of your network, as well as providing end-user
support to your staff and guests if issues arise. When we spot
potentially troublesome trends on your wireless network, we
isolate problems quickly before they impact hotel operations.

Enterprise Grade WiFi
Let your best-in-class WiFi accurately reflect the
reputation of your identity.

BENEFITS

Brand Loyalty

 Fast deployment

Provide an immersive, personalized experience that
boosts guest loyalty and increases hotel revenue.

 Scalable to grow with you

Signal Strength
Mobile devices that connect to your WiFi always get the
strongest connection possible.

 Fully secure

Built-in Redundancy

 Health metrics & reporting

Multiple network controllers operate together so that users
are not impacted if an equipment failure occurs.

 Ongoing monitoring of your wireless network

Support
If a problem occurs, just contact Corserva, and we take
care of the rest.

 Customizable access policies: per user, device, or
location

Seamless Upgrades
Because reboots are not required during software
upgrades, users are not impacted.
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